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NICHOLAS S. LAW
Director General
Dear Sir,
The International Biographical Associated, Cambridge, England
...
3. “Lucis Trust”
E-mail: llucis.geneva@switzerland.org
Switzerland
“LUCIS TRUST” (Foundation of the Light) rather which is a non Government
Organization (NGO), with Advisory Statute in the Economic and Social Council of the
United Nations that like they say their statutes, this doesn't have affiliated, neither
officials, but rather it is directed by altruistic people of good will, and this has their has
their headquarters in London, New York and Geneva " (words of Dr Ernesto Garcia).
I have known “LUCIS TRUST” how one best ASSISTANCE by First Vice-Chairman
of Civil International Committee on preparation World public opinion to execution of
First World Congress of Spiritual Unify in New York, Dr Ernesto Garcia, which have
wrote to us: “I have contacted people of this Organization, which have known more
than for 20 years, and they give us all their support. They consider our work like a good
opportunity of SERVICE. Their page Web is (www.lucistrust.org). I dare to tell you that
the contributed information and diffused by this NGO it is based on the ETERNAL
WISDOM, base of all the RELIGIONS and therefore its knowledge enriches the
religious and philosophical base of people with scientific mentality. It will be very
interesting to observe their page Web. In the bulletin called GOOD WORLD WILL they
publish any reference it has more than enough Institutions, Nets, Societies, Congresses,
Movements, etc, etc, in those that one works positively for the Peace, Ecology, etc.
Everything means it that we ARE NOT ALONE. It is for sure we will imply and to
build up hopes many people in our project.... I Believe that it is only question of time.”
Of course We were very glad when have known that “Lucis Trust” will be supported to
us.
It is very important that GREAT INVOCATION from “Lucis Trust” (look www.cicwsc.org ). I believe Much Intellectuals of World will be think about GREAT
INVOCATION as we.
Therefore I offer to the experts will be made valuation of “LUCIS TRUST” and include
in prestigious issuings of Center. I offer will be made valuation its Chiefs.
...

 Valery Vasiljev
NICHOLAS S. LAW
Director General
Dear Sir,
I ask You to excuse me for a committed error in preparation of materials for the
guidelines on behalf of the president - chairman Azov Department of AES and E, Dr
Valery Vasiljev. This error is allowed only on my fault. Dr Ernesto Garcia still July 4,
2003 has writing: “ Friends. I apologize you for not having expressed me correctly
regarding you LUCIS TRUST (Foundation of the Light) which is not a person, but
rather which is a non Government Organization (NGO), with Advisory Statute in the
Economic and Social Council of the United Nations that like they say their statutes, this
doesn't have affiliated, neither officials, but rather it is directed by altruistic people of

good will, and this has their has their headquarters in London, New York and Geneva ".
Therefore responsibility for the guideline № 3 lies on me.
But after the letter 29.10.2003 Dr Ernesto Garcia I had idea. If the error is already made,
it is necessary, that its correction was twice useful. You see my subconscious mind
simply has not wanted to acquire the information, that « LUCIS TRUST (Foundation of
the Light) which is not a person … ». Why? Yes because all activity of organization
LUCIS TRUST in Switzerland impresses of activity of the Outstanding Person for a
representative of East Europe. It is connected that any organization in East Europe to
some extent is customary regulates the person (often very much and very hardly). Only
since 1968 the public international organizations have appeared in a world, in which one
the Outstanding Persons can completely exhibit themselves. These public organizations
on the part of the interested spectators are accepted as the Integral(single-piece)
Outstanding Persons (psychologic feature of perception).
If in 1990 such organizations was very little, today them it is much more. The world
Society (community) can today make a rating of these organizations on a degree of their
positive effect on integration processes in a World. Each such organization is headed by
the unordinary people and these organizations integrate the not indifferent people. A
vivid example of such organization is LUCIS TRUST.
Therefore we ask to consider the guideline № 3 as the first guideline to the experts to
consider a capability of an estimation of activity of all public international organization
LUCIS TRUST (instead of its separate members) on actual increase of mutual
understanding between the people. In the solution, probably, you can apart mark the
chiefs of this organization.
With sincere respect
Alexander Vasiljev
P.S.
Dr Ernesto Garcia wrote to me 29.10.2003:
Dr Alexander Vasiljev
Dear Friend
Thank you for your great document that you have sent to IBC. It please corrects
urgently a fact of the remote n 3 of the text, because you "LUCIS TRUST" it is not a
person and if it is an Organization. Please an E. sends urgent MAIL to Mr Nicholas Law
making consist the modification of the text. It is not Mr you LucisTrust and if it is you
Shine Trust Organization
Sincerely
Ernesto Garcia

